Presentation by Dr Stuart Hay, Research Team Leader – Electromagnetics, Data61 CSIRO.

The presentation will discuss recent developments in antennas for use in next-generation telescopes for radio astronomy. A highlight is wideband phased array antennas, with elements spaced by less than half the minimum wavelength, closely integrated with very low-noise amplifiers and followed by extensive digital processing. Sometimes referred to as `radio cameras', such arrays allow complete sampling of wide fields of view over wide frequency bands. This has significant potential for fast and sensitive surveys and provides opportunity for discovery of transient phenomena. The technology is being developed for use in the Australian Square Kilometer Array Pathfinder, a next-generation telescope under construction on a radio-quiet site in Western Australia. The talk will introduce the principles of dense phased arrays, discuss their advantages and outline recent developments in their analysis and design at CSIRO.

Prototype phased array feed for the Australian Square Kilometre Pathfinder.
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